
PHI 220/04 Fall ’15       Tuesday 6-8:50pm 
Prof. David Vessey        Eberhardt 423 
vesseyd@gvsu.edu        Office hours: 
 MAK B-3-201            M 1-2, TTh 10:30-12  
 (616) 331-3158               and by appointment 
                   
              
 
Required Materials: 
Freeland, But is it Art? (Oxford) 
A number of handouts that will be posted on Blackboard. 
 
 
Course Content: 
Questions in the philosophy of art are some of the most provocative in all philosophy. We will be 

reading classic works from the history of philosophy asking questions about interpreting the 

meaning of artworks, the nature of beauty, the possibility of objective judgment of works of art, 

the relations between art and reality, between creativity and reason, between art and life, and 

whether just any object could become a work of art. Because this class meets downtown in the 

evening, the first part of the class will be focused on ArtPrize. We will read pieces designed to 

help us think about how to evaluate works of art, about the particular issues of public art. We 

will have guest visitors; we will attend ArtPrize events; and we will explore the work ourselves. 

 

Course Method: 

The course will be a combination of lecture and discussion. At lest one hour of every class period 

will be dedicated to discussing the issues raised in the readings and in the media presentations. 

Participation in these discussions is a central part of the class and is reflected in your final grade. 

The daily attendance/participation grade is: F-not in class; D-in class unprepared; C-in class, 

prepared, not participating in discussion; B-in class, prepared, participating in discussion; A-in 

class, prepared, significantly contributing to the discussion. Over two absences will result in the 

student’s final grade being cut in half; so if a student misses over two classes, the highest 

possible final grade would be a C. Because they distract from the discussion, computers and 

cellphones are not allowed out in the classroom. 

 Each week there will be a reading of a philosophical text on that week’s topic and often a 

media experience—typically a video or podcast—also relating to that week’s topic. The papers 

will be based on the readings. There are two ways of completing the writing requirements for the 



class: either complete seven, two-page papers or three, 4-5-page papers. The shorter papers are 

recommended for those who have had little experience in philosophy classes; the longer papers 

are recommended for those who already have some experience writing philosophy papers. The 

papers are always due Saturday at midnight and they will not be accepted late. The two-page 

papers will be graded A, B, C, F. You may do up to nine papers with the top seven grades 

counting towards your final paper grade. A minimal requirement for university level papers is 

that they are typed, double-spaced, 12 pt Times or Times/New Roman font, with 1 inch margins. 

They should also be proofread carefully for typos. A typo policy applies to all papers: the grade 

on the papers will be lowered one grade (for example, from an A to a B) for every four typos. 

Typos include grammatical errors, spelling errors, improper use of gendered pronouns, and 

failure to properly cite a quotation. Failure to cite differs from plagiarism. Plagiarism is a sign 

that the student has lost his or her sense for the point of going to college. The student will, at 

least, get a zero for the assignment and the violation will be reported to the Dean of Students 

Office. The expectation is that the student will drop the class.  

In addition to the papers there will be a group presentation on the final night of class on a topic 

of your choice and a final, essay exam over the assigned readings. 

 If you have any disabilities that require special accommodation you should speak with 

Prof. Vessey as soon as possible at the beginning of the term. 

 

(The State of Michigan requires that I inform you that if the building is on fire you should go 

outside.) 

 

 

Grade Breakdown:   
Participation in discussions: 20% 
Papers: 50% 
Group Presentation: 10% 
Final Exam: 20% 
 
 

 

 
 



This class fulfills the Arts General Education Foundation Category 

 
Each course in the category is an introduction to an area of study in the visual and performing 

arts and includes direct exposure to works of art or live performances and preparation of written 

responses to the experiences. Students will realize that art functions as a major cultural force in 

the experiences of individuals and communities. An understanding of the arts helps people to 

define what is meaningful and significant in life. 

 

Content Goals 

All courses in the Arts category include the following content: 

1. An examination of the principles and questions that define the field and analysis of 

formal elements of works of art; 

2. How meaning in the arts is created and interpreted; 

3. An understanding of the historical and cultural contexts for artists and their works. 

 

Skills Goals 

All courses in a Foundation use teaching methods that help students become more proficient in 

the following skills: 

1. To effectively collaborate with others in the class. 

2. To think critically and creatively; 

 
 
 
 
 
  



Course Schedule 
1. Sept. 1 Introductions 

What can we learn from art? Should art be censored? 
   Reading (in class): Selections from Plato’s Republic Bk. X 
 
2. Sept. 8  No Class 
 
 
Sat. Sept. 12  First Short paper due 
 
3. Sept. 15 Is evaluating art a matter of taste? 
   Reading: David Hume’s “On the Standard of Taste” 
   Video assignment: (On Blackboard) 
 
 
Sat. Sept. 19  Second Short paper due; First Long Paper Due 
 
4. Sept. 22        What is relevant for interpreting art? 
    Readings: Beardsley/Wimsatt from “The Intentional Fallacy” 
              Kendall Walton from “The Categories of Art” 

             Freeland: “Creation, Cognition, Comprehension” 
   Online Assignment: Selecting ArtPrize’s Winners 
 
Wed. Sept. 23   ARTPRIZE BEGINS 
 
 
Sat. Sept. 26  Third Short paper due 
 
5. Sept. 29 What is Beauty? 

Readings: Kant from The Critique of Judgment 
                          Freeland: “Blood and Beauty” 
 
 
Sat. Oct. 3  Fourth Short paper due 
 
6. Oct. 6           Is there a distinctive Aesthetic Experience? 
    Reading: from Clive Bell “Art” 
   Audio Assignment: WNYC “Culture Shock 1913” 
 
 
Sat. Oct. 10  Fifth Short paper due 
Sun. Oct 11   ARTPRIZE ENDS 
 
7. Oct. 13  Can anything be a work of art? 

  Readings: Danto’s “The Artworld” 
  Freeland “Paradigms and Purposes” 



                          Audio Assignment: Danto on the Partially Examined Life 
 
 
Sat. Oct. 17  Sixth Short paper due; Second Long Paper Due 
 
8. Oct 20           Can graffiti be art? 

Reading: Mailer “The Faith of Graffiti” 
Video Assignment: https://vimeo.com/72019529 

 
 
Sat. Oct. 24  Seventh Short paper due 
 
9. Oct 27 Are there universal human aesthetic responses? 

Readings: from Chinese Calligraphy and Creativity and Taoism  
    Freeland: “Cultural Crossings” 
   Audio Assignment: TBA 
 
 
Sat. Oct. 31  Eighth Short paper due 
 
10. Nov 3 Are performance based artworks different from other kinds of artworks? 

Readings: Dewey from Art and Experience 
 Freeland: “Money, Markets, Musuems” 

   Video Assignment: Marina Abromovic’s The Artist is Present 
 
 
Sat. Nov. 7  Ninth Short paper due 
 
11. Nov 10 Does photography eliminate the point of representation in art? 

Readings: Benjamin “Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”  
              Freeland: Digitizing and Disseminating 
   Video Assignment: Art 21 on Cindy Sherman 
 
 
Sat. Nov. 14  Tenth Short paper due 
 
12. Nov 17 Can art generate political change? 

Reading: Nochlin “Why have there been no great women artists?”  
   Freeland: “Gender, Genius and Guerrilla Girls” 
   Video Assignment: TBA 
 
 
Sat. Nov. 21  Eleventh Short paper due; Third Long Paper Due 
 
13. Nov 24  Does music raise unique philosophical problems? 

Reading: TBA 



   Audio Assignment: GVSU NME, Music for 18 Musicians 
 
 
THANKSGIVING BREAK 
 
 
14. Dec 1           Making one’s Life a Work of Art 

Readings: Nehamas: “Beauty is a Promise of Happiness” 
      
 
 
15. Dec 8                TBD/Presentations 
 
FINAL Dec. 15th 


